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South Africa December CPI

Another downside surprise in core inflation 
Headline CPI inflation eased sharply by 0.7pp in December to 4.5% y/y, exactly in line with expectations. This was mainly due to lower fuel 
price inflation. Meanwhile, core CPI inflation surprised slightly to the downside, remaining unchanged at 4.4% y/y. Headline CPI inflation 
will likely ease further in January due to favourable base effects on fuel prices before rising gradually to just above 5% by year-end. 
However, we see mounting upside risks on food price inflation from rising crop prices. 

Headline CPI inflation fell sharply in December. December CPI data published earlier today showed a marked decline in headline CPI inflation 
to 4.5% y/y, down from 5.2% y/y in November. This was exactly in line with our and the Thomson Reuters consensus. The sharp decline was mainly 
due to fuel price inflation, which eased sharply to 8.7% y/y in December from 23.1% y/y in November, due to a combination of the 8.0% m/m drop 
in prices at the start of December and favourable base effects. This alone shaved off 0.7pp off headline inflation. Meanwhile, core CPI inflation was 
unchanged at 4.4% y/y in December, a touch lower than our and the consensus expectation of 4.5% y/y.

Food price inflation eased further at year-end but upside risks to the outlook are rising. In December, food and non-alcoholic beverages 
inflation eased to 3.0% y/y (Nov: 3.4%), its lowest level since 2010. The main driving factor here was meat prices (the single largest group in the 
food basket), where inflation slowed to 1.8% y/y in December (Nov: 2.8%) possibly due to drought-related culling. But the picture was mixed 
across the rest of the food basket. Inflation was lower in the ‘bread and cereals’ and ‘milk, eggs and cheese’ categories, but somewhat higher in 
the ‘oils and fats’, ‘vegetables’ and ‘sugar, sweets and desserts’ categories. Dry weather conditions, especially in the maize-growing regions of the 
country, have dampened prospects for the 2019 summer crop harvest. As a result, maize futures prices have climbed sharply with white and yellow 
maize futures prices, at the time of writing, up 65.2% and 41.8%, respectively, compared the same time last year. 

Steady core mainly reflects continued softness in goods. The December data marked the 14th time that core CPI inflation came in lower than 
consensus expectations. In the latest data, the steady core mainly reflected further softness in core goods, which offset a slight increase in core 
services. Inflation on clothing, vehicle as well as household appliances edged lower in December. This was enough to counter the effects of slightly 
higher inflation in public transport, housing rentals as well as ‘household maintenance and repairs’. Overall, the data still show very little evidence 
of building underlying inflationary pressures.

Headline CPI inflation will likely fall further before beginning to rise gradually. The sharp fuel price cut in early January (combined with 
favourable base effects on fuel) will likely push headline CPI inflation lower to 4.3% y/y in January. But we expect headline CPI inflation to begin 
rising gradually afterwards to reach about 5.1% by year-end, as core inflation nudges higher on moderately lower levels of slack in economic 
activity and as higher crop prices begin to manifest in food price inflation. On food prices specifically, we expect an increase to about 5.3% by 
year-end but we see risks to this forecast as now tilted to the upside given the rising crop prices. The Crop Estimates Committee’s preliminary 
planting data due out next Tuesday will be a key read for 2019 summer crop prospects as well as crop prices. 
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Figure 1: Fuel prices will likely push headline CPI even lower in in 
January…

Source: Stats SA, Absa Research

Figure 2:…but rising crop prices present an upside risk to our food price 
inflation forecasts

Source: Stats SA, Absa Research
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